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INTRODUCTION
    The history of literary and linguistic text processing by computers can be traced

back to the late-50s in West Germany. After a short review of the development of

computational linguistics in West Germany, this paper will be devoted mainly to those

present traits in the field which appear to combine promising components likely to

become seminal in the future fbr a wide range of disciplines in the human sciences

and beyond.

    Most prominent in this respect are recent achievements which have occurred

somewhat simultaneously within the intersection of cognitive psychology, artificial

intelligence and empirical linguistics. In these fields scholars are engaged in re-

searching different aspects of the problems and processes of natural language

understanding. Although these differ by discipline, their aspects apparently share

some common interests as well as a commonality of approach. Both might be

keyworded as the procedural notion of knowledge, memory, and meaning conveyed

by natural language processing through a cognitive activity of human or artificial

systems. Thus, the representation of knowledge, the understanding of meanings,

and the analysis of texts, have become fbcal areas of mutual interest whose compu-

tational tpreferably dynamic) modeling obviously serves to unify desgriptive,

explicative, simulative purposes at stake.

    With regard both to the prospects of new technological achievements and to the

potential benefits or detriments that these achievements could imply, cognitive theory

1) This paper presents some results ofaproject in Computational Semantics conducted by

 the Mathematic-Empirical SYstems research group (MESY), at the German Institute

 of the Technical University of Aachen, West Germany, and supported by the NRW

 Ministry of Science and Research, under grant IV A 2-FA 86oo. The project is con-

 cerned with the development of means for the automatic construction of fuzzy semantic

 and associative knowledge representation systems from natural language discourse input.

 As central aspects of this project have already been reported in papers presented at the

 3rd International Conference on Databases in the Humanities and Social Sciences

 (ICDBHSS 83), at Rutgers University [RJEGER 1984a], at the 2nd International N.I.S.

 Colloquium on the Interdisciplinary Study of the Semantics of Natural Language

 (Meaning and the Lexicon), at Nljmegen University [RiEGER 1984b], and at the 10th

 International Conference on Computational Linguistics (COLING 84), at Stanford
 University [RJEGER 1984cl, these aspects are only partially taken up here again.
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and cognitive science will consequently play an increasingly important role jn the

infbrmation society of the future. From the linguisticviewpoint natural language

texts, whether stored electronically or written conventionally, will in the foreseeable

future still provide the major source of scientifically, historically, and socially relevant

infbrmation. Due to the new technologies, the amount of such textual information

continues to grow beyond manageable quantity. Available data, therefore, no

longer serve to fi11 an assumed knowledge gap, solving the problem of lack of infbr-

mation in a given instance, but will instead create a new problem which arises from the

abundance of information that confronts the user.

   Therefore, there is a pressing need to employ computers more effectively than

hitherto fbr the analysis of such natural language materials to devise a reliable

selection of relevant information, given a certain specification of aspect under which

a subject domain of knowledge and information is to be searched. Advances have

only recently been made [RiEGER 1984e] in view of an artificial system capable of

understanding the meanings implied in natural language texts for inference purposes

in restricted subject domains and in view of an algorithm fbr generating automatically

even basic but somewhat formal representation of the knowledge from input texts,

that would allow'a human user to consult that knowledge base to avoid unnebessary

reading of irrelevant texts. It is true that the results obtained from some existing

systems or simulative models appear to be promising, and that significant effbcts

can already be seen as produced by these advances in some related areas as well as in

rather remote branches of science and society, but our understanding of the bunch

of complex intellectual activities subsumed under the notion of cognition is still very

limited.

COMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS

   During the early-50s the availability of the newly developed computer gave rise

to the first approach to the analysis of natural languages and texts. At a scale that

nobody had previously imagined, the calculating capacities of these new machines

seemed to allow for the first time for the paradigm of the natural sciences to be

extended to a new realm of phenomena which apparently had been formerly out of

reach: to describe numerically and to explain mathematically the regularities and

lavvs that governed languages and their structuring entities [FucKs 1952, 1955, 1968;

HERDAN 1956, 1960]. Advanced by mathematicians, statisticians, and physicists

rather than linguists, quantitative analyses of language material, however, did not

become part of computer assisted linguistics until the comparably fast and massive

processing of non-numerical data by machines made another linguistic goal of

automatic information processing appear feasible: that of language translation.

   Among the different approaches, at least two complementary trends could be

noticed within the new activities of linguistic computing: more application-oriented

interest and primari!y theoretical interest. The foundation of heavily funded special

research groups (SFB 99; SFB 100) by the German Research Association (DFG) at
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the universities of Heidelberg, Konstanz and SaarbrUcken, as well as the three

consecutive programs for the reinforcement of research in the informatory and

documentary sciences (IuD) fbrwarded by the Federal Ministry of Science and

Research (BMFT) since 1969, reflected these trends. But apart from these special

areas of concentrated and oMcial funding, quite a number of comparable activities

went on at various other places. Working on a smaller scale both in terms of

financial resources and scientific claims, these smaller groups nevertheless contributed

to an even greater degree to the present status of computational linguistics in

Germany.
    At the Universities and Technical Universities of Aachen, Berlin, Bielefeld,

Bochum, Bonn, Erlangen, G6ttingen, Hamburg, Karlsruhe, K61n, Mannheim,
MUnchen, Regensburg and Stuttgart, research began on a wide range of problems.

This was gradually evolved from the empirical analysis of language and discourse, to

the development of algorithms for the morpho-phonetic, syntactic, and semantic

description, to the more grammar-theoretical development and testing of syntactic

or semantic parsing strategies, to the logico-semantic representation of knowledge

and infbrmation, to the simulative goals of natural language understanding and

inference in dialogue systems of artificial intelligence, (and sometimes even with

a competitive edge towards industrial systems' developments fbr commercial appli-

cation and use). In numerous state-of:the-art reports [UNGEHEuER 1971; BAToRi

1977; STRAszNER 1977; FAusER and ROsNER 1979; LENDERs 1980; FAusER.and

RATHKE 1981; WAHLsTER 1981; KRALLMANN 1982; IinAusE 1982; HAuENscHILD
and PAusE 1983] German research has continuously been compared with develop-

ments abroad and accompanied by critical reviews which fbcussed on domestic

needs and advances.

    Meanwhile, computational linguistics is taught on an academic level at more

than 10 German universities. Their different curricula concentrate on varymg as-

pects and directions, depending on the affiliated disciplines (e.g., information science

with computer science, psychology with cognitive science, artificial intelligence with

software science, and semiotics with linguistics and phonetics) [LuTz-HENsEL 1981].

    These advances were certainly achieved by the unprecedented extension of

computational linguistics: the issue of a single but encompassing obiective like ma-

chine translation had not only been intimately associated with computational

linguistics but has even proved since to be in some respects constituent of very large

parts of it [HERzoG 1981]. By now, German experts widely agree that even after

the ALPAC-Report [ALPAC 1966] and its devastating consequences in the United

 States, the impact made by at first rather promising, later controversial results of

both data- and theory-oriented researches in machine translation has decisively

 influenced the field's development. Thus, quantitative and algebraic linguistics,

 computer-assisted literary and linguistic studies, language data processing, knowledge

 based aut6matic inference, machine simulation of natural language understanding,

 dialogue systems of man-machine communication, expert systems in artificial

 intelligence, etc. owe much, and in some cases even their very existence, to the seminal
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controversies revolving around machine translation [BAR-HiLLEL 1965] to become

what is now recognized world-wide as the specific discipline of computational lin-

guistics. Japanese and European work seems to have taken the American scientific

community by surprise [KAy 1984] in giving a new start to machine translation.

Its recent renaissance was to be witnessed at the last international gathering of

computational linguists, in Stanford (COLING 84), where Japanese and European

workers reported on new and very large scale projects underway (ATHENE,
EUROTRA), the somewhat moderate goals of which, in the light of recent achieve-

ments, might give rise to more substantial hopes for future success than expectations

of past disillusionment.

LANGUAGE COMPARISON
   Here I will examine some of the experimental results achieved in lexicostatistics

or, rather, empirical word-semantics, based on the processing of special linguistic

data. I am referring to the material collected for the Language Comparison Project

on contemporary East and West German newspapers, supported by the German

Research Foundation (DFG) in Bonn, West Germany.

   This project was originally to investigate language-variations and language-

changes that might have developed since Germany was divided into countries nearly

forty years ago. The investigation was intended to fbcus on whether a comparative

dictionary of diverging word-meanings in East and West German language usage

could be compiled, and, if so how such a dictionary would have to look like in order

to be usefu1 fbr specialized linguists as well as journalists and politicians.

   However, from the very start of the project, in 1976, these lexicological issues

soon became associated with diverging political and ideological expectations, which

both tended to hamper and promote the project's financial support. Based on

preceding works since 1964 and initiated during the early-70s [HELLMANN 1984],

the project was interrupted several times and finally dropped before the fu11-scale

processing of the data had been finished. As a consultant affiliated with the project

during its last two years, I have been concerned with the semantic analysis and

description of word meanings by way of quantitative approaches to the language

material available. This material will briefiy be examined below, as it has been

worked on apart from the original comparative objective of the project, within more

recent research projects at the Aachen MESY-Group.

   As is well known, Germany is divided into two separate states, the Federal

Republic of Germany (BRD), in the West, and the German Democratic Republic

(DDR), in the East. Communication among people living in the two Germanies

has been progressively reduced to a minimum since 1945. The development of the

respective, publicly used languages in the media was more or less regionalized, and

it was to be expected that this tendency would consequently have enforced and

stabilized language variations, according to the increasingly different living-conditions

in the East and the West. As there are reasons to assume that these variations
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effect the semantics of the language material more than its syntax, word meaning

analysis appeared to be the most important and expectedly most revealing stratum

of linguistically based comparative research in the (possibly conceptual and semantic)

changes or stabilities.

   When the Language Comparison Project was initiated, the Ost-Politik had not

gained momentum. So, no collaboration from Eastern officials could be expected.

Thus the only accessible public language from East Germany were recordings of

radio- and TV-broadcasts and newspaper-texts, which could be made available fbr

research purposes in the West. For this reason two widely circulated newspapers,

AIEUES DEUrsCHLAIVD (ND), from the East, and DIE MZELT (DnZ), from the
West, both of which are representative examples of officially used language, were

selected as data sources from which to analyze samples. By about 1972 a core-corpus

of three samples (1959-1964-1969) was available in machine-readable form. These

comprised approximately 2 Million tokens of about 60 percent of texts from DPV

and about 40 percent from ND. From the 1964 sample a subset of texts (175 DEVI

articles with 7,OOO tokens and 57 ND-texts with 2,OOO tokens, taken from the front and

secOnd pages of respective newspapers) were then manually categorjzed according to

a catalog of the most frequent (greater or equal than 5) 365 types of lexical entries

used in the texts concerned. These texts were then automatically rewritten, suppress-

ing all functional words to form strings of them in the order of their occurrences

in the original texts, providing the data-tapes for the fo11owing analysis.

EMPIRICAL SEMANTICS

   Current semantic theorjes of word meanings and world knowledge representation

regard memory in human or artificial systems of cognition and understanding as a

highlycomplexstructureofinterrelatedconcepts. Butthecognitiveprinciplesunder-

lying these structures are still poorly understood. As the problem of their mutual

and complex relatedness has been increasingly recognized, different methods and

formats have been proposed with difEerent success to model these interdependencies.

However, the work of psychologists, AI (Artificial Intelligence) researchers, and

linguists active in that field still appears to be determined by their respective

discipline's general line of approach, rather than from the consequences of the inter-

sections of these approaches.

    In linguistic semantics, cognitive psychology, and knowledge representation,

most of the necessary data concerning lexical, semantic and external world infbrma-

tion are still provided introspectively. Researchers are exploring (or make test-

persons explore) their own linguistic or cognitive capacities and memory structures,

to depict their findings (or to let hypotheses about them be tested) in various

representational formats (lists, arrays, trees, nets, active networks, and the like). It is

widely accepted that model structures resulting from these analyses do have a more

or less ad hoc character, and tend to be confined to their limited theoretical or opera-

tional performances within a specified subiect domain or implemented system.
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Thus, these approaches, by definition, can map only what is already known to analysts

and not what might be conveyed in texts unknown to them. Being basically

intet:pretative and in want of operational control, Such knowledge representations

will not only be restricted quite naturally to undisputed informational structures,

which consequently can be mapped in accepted and well established (concept-

hierarchical, logically deductive) fbrmats, but they will also lack the flexibility and

dynamics of more constructive model structures which are rieeded fbr automatic

meaning analysis and representation from input texts to allow for a component to

build up or modify a system's Qwn knowledge, however shallow and vague that may

appear compared to human Understanding.

    Other than these more orthodox lines ofintrospective data acquisition in meaning

and knowledge representation research, the present approach has been based on the

algorithmic analysis of discourse that real speakers or writers produce in actual

situations of perfbrmed or intended communication on a certain subject domain.

The approach makes essential use of procedural means to map fuzzy word meanings

and their connotative interrelations in the format of conceptual stereotypes. Their

varying dependencies constitute dynamic dispositions that make only those concepts

accessible which may, within diffbrent contexts differently, be considered relevant

under a specified perspective or aspect.2) Thus, under the notion of lexical relevance

and semantic disposition, a new meaning relation may operationally be defined between

elements in a conceptual representation system, which in itself may be reconstructed

empirically from natural language discourse. Such dispositional dependency

structures would seem to be an operational prerequisite and a promising candidate

for the simulation of contents-driven (analogically-assoeiative) instead of formal

(logically-cleductive) inferences in semantic processing.

    In view of an introductory illustration rather than a detailed and qualifying

discussion, some of the standard concept and word-meaning representationalformats

in memory models and knowledge systems will be compared, in order to motivate our

rather strict departure from them in developing and using some statistical means

fbr the analysis of texts and fbr the representation of the data obtained, which will

briefly be introduced as the semantic space model. Starting from the notion of

priming and spreading activation in memory as a cognitive model for comprehension

processes, we will deal with our procedural method of representing semantic

dispositions by way of inducing a relation of lexical relevance among labeled concept

representations in semantic space. In conclusion, two or three problem areas

connected with word meaning and concept processing will be touched on which might

be tackled anew and perhaps be brought to a more adequate though still tentative

solution under an empirically fbunded approach in procedural semantics.

2) Instead of formally introducing any of the algorithms developed and tested so far,
 some ideas of their performance and application will be given with figures and examples.

 For more detailed introductions see the general bibliography on the MESY-project.

 For the procedural approach see the author's recent publications.
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PROCEDURAL MODELS
   Lexical structures in linguistic semantics, memory models in cognitive

psychology, and semantic networks in AI-research use in common some structure of

directed graphs as basic format of their models. Probably such directed graph,

as shown in Fig. 1, is one of the mQst familiar forms of concept representation which

experimental psychologists have set up and tested in the course of their developments

of memory models [e.g., CoLLiNs and QuiLLiAN 1969; KLix 1976].

    Here we have a hierarchy of labeled concept nodes with predicates and prop-

erties linked to them, which are inherited by directly descendent nodes. The

hypotheses formulated and tested in experiments predict that test-persons will take

more time to identify and decide given propositions with an increasing number of

node-andlevel-transitionstobeprocessedinthecourseofinterpretation. Evaluating

                      has skin
                    /t
                 .:111.-r can breathe

             ANIMAL

                            has feathers
                          .t
                         /                        ..' t.. Iay$ eggs
                       .:...

        FISH BIRD
                                    is yellow
                                 t/t
                                t'                               ./ .... can slng
                              --.-"

               ROBIN CANARY

Figure 1. Concept Representation by Directed Graph
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Figure 2. Concept Representation by Semantic Network
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a sentence like "A canary can sing" will take less time than deciding whether the

sentence "A robin can breathe" is true or not. Thus, reaction-time serves as an

indicator showing whether the proposed model Structure is correct or in need of

modification.

   In early artificial intelligence research a different type of knowledge representa-

tion was developed for question-answeringsystems. A fragment of the most

common schema of the semantic network type, e.g. [WiNoGRAD 1975], is shown in

Fig. 2. Here again we have labeled concept nodes linked to one anQther by pointers

representing labeled relations which form a network instead of a tree structure.

This enables the system to answer correctly questions like "Is Susy a cat?" by identify-

ing the susy-node, its isA-relation pointer and the cAT-node. Moreover, the

pointer structure allows fbr the procesSing ofpaths laid through the network, initiated

by questions like "Susy, cat?" which will prompt the answer "Susy is a cat. Cat

eats fish. Cat is an animal. Fish is an animal."

   A schematic representation of concept relatedness envisaged by cognitive

theorists working along more procedural lines pf memory models [CoLLiNs and

LoFTus 1975] is shown in Fig. 3. Their distance-relational conception lends itself

readily to the notion of stereotype representation fbr eoncepts that do not have

intersubjectively identifiable sharp boundaries [RoscH 1975]. Instead of binary

decision of category, stereotypical concepts or prototypes are determined by way of

their adjacency to other prototypes. Taken as a memory model, stimulation of a

concept will initiate spreading aetivation to prime the nearer concepts more intensely

than those farther away in the network structure, thus determining a scope of concepts

INDUSTRY

ADMINISTRATION

BUSINESS

MANAGEMENT

ORGANIZATION

SYSTEM

COMPUTER

SCIENCE

TECHNOLOGY
KNOWLEDGE

Figure 3. Distance-Relational Concept Representation
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related by their primed semantic affinity. In the example provided, the'stimulation

of the concept-node MANAGEMENT will activate that of BuSINEss first, then INDusTRy

and oRGANizATioN,' with about the same intensities, then ADMiNisTRATioN and so on,

with the intensities decreasing as a function of the activated nodes' distances.

    These thtee Schemata of model structures, although obviously concerned with

the simulation of symbol understanding processes, are designed to deal primarily

with static aspects of meaning and knowledge. Thus in interpreting input symbols

or strings, predefined or stored meaning relations and constructions can be identified

and their representations be retrieved. Without respective grounding made explicit

and represented in that structure, however, possibly distorted or modified exemplifica-

tion of such relations or relevant supplementary semantic information can hardly be

recognized nor be provided within such representational systems. As the necessary

data are not taken from natural language discourse in communicative environments

but elicited in experimental settings by either exploring one's own or the test-persons'

linguistically relevant cognitive or semantic capacities, usage similarities among

contextual variations of identical items can be ascertained only with diMculty. This

is rather unsatisfactory from the viewpoint of a linguist, who thinks that his

discipline is an empirical one and, hence, that descriptive semantics ought to be based

on linguistic data produced by a real speaker or listener in the actual act of com-

municative performance, in order to let new meaning representations (or fragments

of them) replace (or improve) older ones to change or update a static memory

structure.

FUZZY LEXICAI., STRUCTURES

    It has been shown elsewhere [RiEGER 1980]3)

pragmatically homogeneous texts, called corpus,

that in a sufficiently large sample of

 only a restricted vocabulary, i.e.,

3) See also [RiEGER 1977] where the principle of semantization is introduced as a pro-
 cedural means to constitute meanirrgs by the process of consecutive choice restrictions

 from the level of pragmatics, via semantics and syntactics, down to morpho-phonetics.
 Ranges of possible choice can be established on each of these semiotic levels and may be

 reconstructed from the morpho-phonetic level upwards by an equivalently generative
 procedure. On any of the semiotic levels it will select from their constitutive sets of

 elements and symbols those combinatorial strings of elements which, being not exhaustible

 considering the number offormally possible combinations, represent recurr.ent realizations

 of factually established redundancies. These redundancies of recurrent elementary
 combinations on one level allow resolution of their identifications into constitutive
  elements on the next semiotic level, where formally an even.wider range of combinations is

  possible, which again is not exhaustiblefactuaZly, and so forth, from phonemes to syllables,

  syllables to words, words to phrases, phrases to discourses, etc. This increase of sys-

  tematic combinatorial possibilities among elements from level to level corresponds to
  a decreasing determinateness of the rules which govern the structural realization's of any

  of these combinations. Thus, the notion of semantization extends that of･ meaning
  implying choice to a procedural continuum, according to which the semiotic level of
  morpho-phonetics will conv. ey meaning under more specific restrictions on less choice

t than the level of pragma-semantics, which will purport meaning under less specifiable

  restrictions on more possibilities of choice.
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a limited number of lexical items, will be used by the interlocutors, however com-

prehensive their general personal vocabularies might be. Consequently, the lexical

items, employed to convey information on a certain subject domain under con-

sideration in the discourse concerned, will be distributed according to their

conventional communicative properties, constituting semantie regularities which may

be detected empirically from the texts.

    The empirical analysis of discourse and the formal representation of vague word

meanings in natural language texts are based on the Wittgensteinian notion of

langucrge games and his assumption that a great number of texts analyzed for the

terms' usage regularities will reveal essential parts of the concepts' and hence the

meanings conveyed.

       A meaning of a word is a kind of employment of it. For it is what we learn when

    the word is incorporated into our language. That is why there exists a correspondence

    between the concept rule and meaning... Compare the meaning of a word with the

    fanctionofanoMcial. Anddij7ierentmeaningswithdi:fflerent,t7inctions. Whenlanguage

    games change, then there is a change in concepts, and with the concepts the meanings

    ofwords change. [WiTTGENsTEiN 1969;10e].

    The statistics being used so far for the systematic analysis not of proposirional

strings but of their elements, namely words in natural language texts, is basically

descriptive. Developed from and centered around a correlatiohal measure to specify

intensities of co-occurrence of lexical items in natural language discourse, these

analysis algorithms allow for the systematic modeling of a fragment of the lexical

structure constituted of the vocabulary employed in the texts as part of the con-

comitantly conveyed world knowledge.

    A correlation coeMcient is appropriately modified to be used as a mapping

furtction. It serves to compute the relational interdependence of any two lexical

items from their textual frequencies. Those items which co-occur frequently in a

number of texts may be positively correlated and hence called opined, whereas those

items each of which occurs without any other items may' be negatively correlated, and

henoe called reptrgnant. Degrees of worcl-repugnancy and worcl-cdi7nity, indicated

by numerical values ranging from -1 to +1, can thus be determined without

consulting an investigator's or his test-persons' word or world knowledge (semantic

competence). Instead this can be based solely on the usage regularities of lexical

items observed in a corpus of pragmatically homogeneous texts, spoken or written

by real speakers or listeners in actual or intended communication(semanticper-

formance).

    Let T be such a corpus that consists of t texts belonging to a specific langucrge-

game, i.e., satisfying the condition of pragmatic homogeneity. For the sake of

illustrating the analysis algorithm's perfbrmance, let us consider a simplified case

where the vocabulary V used in the texts shall be limited to one of only three word-

types, namely xi, xj and xk, each of which has a certain overall token-frequency.

Then the modified correlation coefficient a will measure the regularjties of usage by
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the cdi7nities and repugnancies that may hold between any lexical item and all the

others in the discourse analyzed. That will yield for any item an n-tuple of

correlation-values a, where n is the total number of items. In the case of lexical

item xi withn==3, its correlation-values form a triple of aii, ai,･, aik. These values

are now interpreted as coordinates that will allocate each lexical item xi, xj,. and xk

to point yi, yj, and yk respectively in a three-dimensional space spanned by

the three axes i, 1', and k, as illustrated in Fig. 4. As the positions of these points

now obviously depend on the regularities of the lexical'items used within the texts,

these y-points are called eorpusvoints of i, J' and k in the a- or coi:pus-space.

    Consequently, the less the usages of any two items differ, the shorter becomes the

distance of corresponding two y-points in this space. These differences may be

calculated by a distance measure a, between any two y-points, as illustrated by

dotted lines in Fig. 4. The distance-values are real, non-negative numbers represent-

ing a new characteristic. For any item yi, yj, and yk, an n-tuple of e-values, i.e.,

for yi the triple Oii, Oi,･, eik, is obtained, which may be interpreted as new
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coordinates. These will again allocate each item xi, xj, and xk to new points

z(ai), z(Oj), and z(ak) in a new n-dimensional space, called semantic space, as

illustrated in Fig. 5.

   The positions of such points in the semantic space will clearly depend on all the

differences (a- or distance-values) in all the regularities of usage (a- or correlation-

values) which any lexical item shows in the texts. Thus, each lexical item is mapped

onto a fuzzy subset ofthe vocabulary according to the numerically specified regulari-

ties with which these items have been used in the di'scourse analyzed. Measuring the

differences between usage regularities of lexical items allows the above interpretation

and consecutive mappings of items onto theoretical constructs. These new abstract

entities represent what meanings may be composed oC that is to say, a number of

operationally defined elements whose varying contributions are to be derived directly

from the different usage regularities that the corresponding lexical items produce

in the texts analyzed. As being theoretical constructs, these entities constitute

meaning from a more holistic approach to lexical system description. Translating

the Wittgensteinian notion of meaning into a mathematically operational.fbrm
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ofempirical feasibility, these new meaning-components can be ptocedurally charaeter-

ized as a function of all the differences of all regularities with which ahy one of the

vocabulary's items is used compared to any other item in the same corpus of discourse.

   The resulting system, sets of fuzzy subsets of the vocabulary, represents a

structured lexicon. It is a relational data' structure which may be interpreted

topologically as a hyperspace with a natural metric, called semantic space. Its

linguist.ically labeled elements represent meaning points, and their mutual distances

represent meaning dij?2irences. The position of a meaning point may be described

byitssemanticenvironment. Thisisdeterminedbythoseotherpointslocatedwithin

a given diameter from the meaning point concerned in the semantic hyperspace.

   Fig. 6 shows the topological environment E<GEscHAFT>, i.e., those points

situated within the hypersphere of a certain diameter from the meaning point

GEscHAFT/business, computed from the corpus of German newspaper texts, com-

prising about 7,OOO tokens of 365 types in 175 texts from the 1964 editions of the

daily West German DLE a(ELT.
   Having seen that topological environments of that sort do, in fact, assemble

meaning points of a certain semantic aMnity solely by the text analyzing algorithms

and without any competent interference of language user, a number of questions

arose:

  (a) Are there regions ofpoint clensity in the semantic space, forming clouds and

     clusters which might indicate a semantic (syntagmatic or paradigmatic)

     structureduess?;
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  (b) Can such regions' be detected and described automatically by statistical

     methods of multivariate and cluster analysis, and how would they look?;

     and
  (c) Could the internal relation, which causes certain meaning points to cluster,

     be specified in terms of the logical-declarative versus analogical-associative

     opposition ofsemantie relateduess?

   Further investigation revealed that there are regions of higher point density in the

semantic space, fbrming clouds and clusters. These were detected by multivariate

and cluster analysis methods, which showed, however, that those' items related both

paradigmatically and syntagmatically fbrmed what can be called connotative cloucls,

rather than what is known as semanticfieldls. Although it seemed difficult to specify

internal relations in terms of any logically deductive or concept hierarchical system,

their elements' positions showed a high degree of stable structures, which suggested

a regular fbrm of contents-dependent associative connectedness [RiEGER 1981b;

1982; 1983].

SEMANTIC SPACE OPERATIONS

    Following a more semiotic understanding of meaning cdnstitution, the present

semantic space model may be considered the core structure of a word meaning or

world knowledge representation system, which separates the fbrmat of a basic

stereotypical meaning representation from its latent organization of interdependent

relations. Whereas the former is a rather static and topologically structured and

associative memory, representing the data produced by text analysis algorithms, the

latter can be characterized as a collection of dynamic and fiexible structuring processes

to reorganize these data according to various principles [RIEGER 1981b]. Other than

declarative knowledge that can be represented in predefined semantic network

structures, meaning relations of lexical relevance and semantic dispositions, which

are heavily dependent on context and domain of knowledge concerned, will be more

adequately defined procedurally, i.e., by generative algorithms that induce them on

changing data only and whenever necessary. This is achieved by a recursive proce-

dure that produces hierarchies of meaning points, structured under given aspects

according to and depending on their meanings' relevancy [RiEGER 1984b].

    Taking up the heuristics provided by SZ7reading Activation 77)eory in semantic

memory, cognitive structures, and concept representation advanced by [QuiLLiAN

1968; OLsoN 1970; CoLLiNs and LoFTus 1975], the notion of spreading activation

can be employed not only to denote activation of related concepts in the priming

process studied in subsequent publications, e.g., [LoRcH 1982; FLoREs D'ARcAis and

JARvELLA 1983], but also, generically somewhat prior to that, to signify the very

procedure which induces these relations between concepts. Originally developed as

a procedural model to cope with observed latencies of activated concepts in com-

prehension processes, priming and spreading activation is based on network-type

models or world-knowledge structures, as illustrated briefly before. Essentially
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defined by nodes, representing concepts, meanings or objects,. and pointers which

relate them conceptually, semantically, or logically to one another, these formats

have a considerable advantage over the semantic space structure outlined above.

One of the problems of distance-like data structures in semantic processing is that

distance is a symmetric relation, to which we can not apply well-known search

strategies fbr retrieval, matching, and inference, because they are based on some

non-symmetric relations realized by pointer structures in well-known representations

fbr word meaning or world knowledge.

    In order to make such procedures operate on the semantic space data, its structure

has to be transfbrmed into some hierarchical organization of its elements. For this

purpose the semantic space model has to be reinterpreted as a sort of conceptual raw

data and associative base structure. What appeared disadvantageous at first now

turns out to be an advantage over more traditional formats ofrepresentation. Other

than these approaches which presuppose the structural format ofthe semantic memory

models that are to be tested in word recall or concept recognition experiments, the

semantic space provides some data necessary fbr the procedural definition of not

static but dynamic model structures that allow variable stereotypes instead of fixed

categorical concept representations. Thus, the concept nodes, as abstract mappings

of meanings of lexical items, are not just linked to one another according to the way

cognitive scientists supposedly know to organize conceptual infbrmation in memory,

but should be based on this varying structure of dynamically organized stereotype

concepts. Defined as procedures that operate on the semantic space data, this is

equivalent to a dynamic restructuring of meaning points and, depending on the

controlling parameters, the generation of paths between them along which activation

might spread whenever a meaning point is stimulated in case of priming.
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Figure 7. Simple Example of Two-Dimensional Semantic Space
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4

   Unlike the ready-set and fixed relations among nodes, an algorithm has beert

devised which operates on the･ seman'tic space data structure to induce dependencies

between its elements, i.e., among subsets of the meaning points. Startjng from a

meaning point, the recursive' procedure detects fragments of the semantic space

according to the semantic similarities to other points, i:e., the distance relations which
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we named semantic relevance. Stop conditions may be deliberately- formulated,

either qualitatively, by specifying a target points or quantitatively, by specifying the

number of points to be processed.

   Given one meaning point as a start, the algorithm will first list all its neighbor

points by increasing distances, secondprovide similar lists for each of these neighbors,

and third prime the starting point as root'node of the search tree. Then the

algorithm's generic procedure will take the first entry from the first list, determine

its nearest neighbor among those points already primed from the appropriate second

list, in order to identify it as the ancestor (mother node) to which the new descendant

(daughter node) is linked, whose label is then deleted from the first list. Repeated

successively for each of the meaning points listed, and in turn primed in accordance

with this procedure, the algorithm will select a particular fragment of the relational

structure latently inherent in the semantic space under a certain perspective, i.e., the

aspect or initially primed meaning point that the algorithm started from.

    Carrying on this process and consuming all the labeled points in the space, unless

stopped under conditions of given target points, the number ofpoints to be processed,

or threshold of maximal distance, the algorithm transforms prevailing similarities of

meanings into a binary, non-symmetric, and transitive relation between them. This

relation allows hierarchical reorganization of meaning points into a n-ary DDS-tree

with the primed point as its root [RiEGER 1984a]. If we introduce a numerical

measure, weighted by a function of a node's distance values and level of its tree posi-

tion, it may either express a concept's dependencies given by the root's descendants

in that tree, or, inversely, evaluate the nature of their criteria for that･ concept

specified and determined by that tree's root.

    Without introducing the algorithms formally, some of their operative character-

istics can well be illustrated by a few simplified examples.

    Beginning with the schema of a distance-like two-dimensional data structure

with 11 points labeled a to k, as shown in Fig. 7, the stimulation of three different

start points, a, b and c results in the dependency structures shown in Fig. 8, where the

working process of the least distance algorithm is illustrated as distance detection

(first row), as a step-list representing the selecting process of points activated (second

row), then as their n-ary tree representations of points' relation as to the priming

(third row), and finally as their transformations to binary tree structures (fourth row).

    It is apparent that stimulation of other points within the same configuration will

result in similar but nevertheless different trees, depending on the aspect under which

the structure is accessed, i.e., the point initially stimulated by the algorithm.

    Applied to the semantic space data of 365 defined meaning points calculated from

the newspaper corpora of the 1964 edi,tions of both the West German DIE nZELT

(DPV) and the East German NEUES DEUrsCHLAND (ND), the procedure
generates the Dispositional Dependencv Structures (DDS) of DEuTscHIGerman and

EuRoplEurope, as shown in Figs. 9, 10, 11, and 12. ･

    Different stop conditions are used fbr the generation of DDS-graphs, for ex-

ample, target node NENNInamelcall is used for IVD : DDS<DEuTscH/German>, target
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node wELTIworld for IVD: DDS<EuRop!Europe>, quantitative stop condition

of the total number of nodes to be processed (==50) fbr DPV: DDS<DEuTscHl

German> and DDS<EuRoplEurope>. In the DW: DDS<DEuTScH>, given in
Fig. 9, we find two descendants, ERKLARIdeclare and MiNisTERIminister, on level 1,

which characterize the connotative alternatives to fo11ow as descendants on deeper

levels of the dependency structure. In the DM: DDS<EuRoplEurope>, given in

Fig. 10, there are five alternatives, i.e., TEiLNAHME!participationL poLmKlpolitics,

ERKLARIdeclare, vERHALTNislrelation, and cHEFIhead, on the first level, that diversify

even further downwards with one deepest branch from TEiLNAHME to MiNisTER, on

the 8th level. In the ND: DDS<DEuTscH!German>, given in Fig. 11, there are

two descendent connotative alternatives, FRiEDIpeace and TREFFEN/meeting, on level 1,

each of which dominates two main branches of descendants on level 2. The ND:

DDS<EuRoplEurope>, given in .Fig. 12,. shows two descendent alternatives, spALTI

split and iMpERiALisT/imperialist, on the first level, both dominating the main conno-

tative dependencies which unfbld from the fburth level downwards.

   Attention is drawn to the dependencies of direct descendants in Figs. 9 to 12;

e.g., DoKTRiNldoctrine . MOGLicHlpossible -･ wiRKLicHlreal in ND. This depen-

dency is found in exactly the same order in both DDS<DEuTscH> and DDS
<EuRop>, but at slightly different positions; in the former from the second Ievel of

the tree, whereas from the seventh level in the latter. Similar parallelisms of direct

dependencies may be also found in the DM trees.

   To calculate such differences, a numerical measure of criteriality, ranging from

1.0 to O, has been defined recursively to express the connotative load that any de-

scendent node may contribute to the semantic dispositions concerned as a function

of the distances involved and the aspect, i.e., the root node froM which the generation

of a DDS-tree is started [RiEGER 1984a]. Thus each node in Figs. 9 to 12 has two

numerical values; its criteriality and its distance in terms of the semantic space's

metrlc.

   For a wide range of purposes in processing DDS-trees different criterialities of

nodes can be used to estimate which paths are more likely being taken than others,

under priming of certain meaning points.

SEMANTIC DISPOSITIONS

    Generation of DDS-trees is not only a prerequisite to source-oriented, contents-

driven search and retrievalprocedures, which may thus be performed effectively on the

semantic space structure, but it also permits to detect, by way of its particular

procedural definition, varying dependencies of identical concepts under different

aspects that might change dynamically.

    Let the meaning point DEuTscHIGerman be stimulated with EuRoplEurope
given as the target point in the semantic space structures of both DM and ND, then,

in both cases, the DDS<DEuTscH> can be generated as illustrated above (Figs. 9

and 11), providing a variety of semantic dspositions inherent in the semantic space of
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   AtD:DEUTSCHIGerman ND:EUROPIEurope
      FRIEDIpeace IMPERIALISTIimperialist
      HANDIaction NATIONInation
      GANZIunitylentire GANZ!unity/entire
      NATIONInation HANDIaction
      ANTIIanti FRIEDIpeace
      SPALTIsplit DEUTSCHIgerman
      EUROPIeurOpe

Figure 13. Dependency Path of EUROP and DEUTSCH in AiD

DEV and ND under the aspect of DEuTscHIGerman. The tree generation process,

however, will be terminated when the given target is encountered and incorporated

into the tree as its last node. Tracing back its ancestor nodes to the root node

activates its dkpenclenc v path constituted of those intermediate nodes which determine

the associative transitions of any target node under any specifiable aspect. Looking

up EuRoplEurope as the target node under the aspect of DEuTscHIGerman, and,

vice versa, DEuTscH as the target under the aspect of EuRop, will prove, though

unsurprisingly, to be approximately the same dependency paths in inverted order,

ANTi and spALT under the aspect of DEuTscH being replaced with iMpERiALisT under

the aspect of EuRop, as shown in Figs. 11 and 12, and separately in Fig. 13.

   Comparing nodes with identical labels under the same aspect in both semantic

space structures reveals essential connotative differences between the East German

ND and the West German DM. The depenclency paths consist of EuRop.ERKLAR

->DEuTscH fbr Dva whereas for IVD it is EuRop.spALTIsplit-->ANTilanti->NATioNl

nation.GANzlunitylentire.HAND/act--),FRIED!peace->DEuTSCH.

    Source-oriented search and retrieval processes, operating as described on

procedurally defined dynamic structures like the dispositional depenclencies, may also

be employed as a relational hierarchy for the simulation of an analogical, contents-

driven inference, as opposed to logical cleduction. The basic idea behind it was to

define some operation that would simultaneously work its way through two or more

DDS-trees by parallel processing. For this purpose the algorithm is started from the

two or more meaning points considered to represent the premises, e.g., DEuTscHl

German and EuRoplEurope. After their DDS-trees are generated the actual in-

ference procedure begins to work its way through every tree, tagging each encountered

node according to one of the three taggingmodes ofBreadth-First, Depth-Firstor

Highest-Criter.iality. When in either tree the searCh procedure encounters the node

that has already been tagged by another priming process, it stops to activate the

dependency paths from this concluding common node; in our example this is

DEUTSCHIGerman EUROP1 Europe

ERKLAR1declare

Figure 14. Result of Inference and Concluding Node in Dva' Semantic Space
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×

TREFF1meet

                  EUROP I Evrope
                   /
              SPA LT 1 split
            /
        ANT1 1 anti

    /
M1UTARIS1military

FUHR 1 lead

'(a) By breadth-first tagging mode

i
!
F
l

DEUTSCH IGerman

     ×
      FRIEP 1 peace

           ×
            HANDIact
                 ×
                  GANZ1unity
                       ×

 ,, NATIONInation

EUROP I Europe

/
SPALTlsplit

ANTI lanti

(b) By depth-first tagging mode.

DEUTSCH IGerman

×FR1ED!peace
      ×
      HANDIact

           EUROPIEurope
         /
    lMPERIALISTlimperialist

    /
NATIONInation

GANZ/unity

Figure 15.

 (c) By highestLcriteriality tagging mode

Result of Inference and Concluding Node in IVD Semantic Space

ERKLARIdeclare in the DWsemantic space structure for all three modes of tagging

(Fig. 14), and in the IVD semantic space it is FUHR!lead in the BF-mode, ANTilanti

in the DF-mode, and GANzlunity/entire in the HC-mode (Fig. 15).

CONCLUSION
   Thus it appears that the DDS-procedure provides a flexible, souroe-oriented,

contents-driven method for the multi-perspeetive induction of a relevance relation

among stereotypically represented concepts lingujstically conveyed by natural

language discourse on specified subject domains.

(a) Applied to any distance-like data structures of knowledge or meaning representa-

tion systems, the DDS-procedure allows the generation ofpossible paths of spreading

!
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activation across semantic space, submitting its relevant portions to associatively

guided search strategies and retrieval operations.

(b) Replacing the storage of fixed and ready-set networks with a contents-driven

induction of relevance related nodes, we cari circumvent the problem of identifying

stored meaning constructions from their distorted instances. Triggered by any

identifiable label, the DDS will be generated according to the database provided and

the resultant tree structure will therefore vary according to the possibly varying status

of the data in the semantic space structure.

(c) In view of tacit knowledge and implied information the DDS-procedure offers

an empirical approach and a dynamic representation of semantic dispositions which,

in language understanding systems, might serve as connotative default values in

identifying or interpreting input labels and solving ambiguity or vagueness problems

of input strings.

(d) Among other extensions, it is hoped to develop a numerical expression fbr

measuring the amount of meaning conveyed by any string interpreted by DDS-

processing. Other than the probabilities calculated from empirical distributions of

sets of symbols that must be finite in classical information theory, the measure of

meaning must instead be based Qn structural properties of open sets and dynamically

organized systems of symbols.

(e) As a fu11y automatic analyzing device completely independent of the analyst's

own knowledge and command of the particular language or subject domain of the

texts processed, this approach may prove to be usefu1 not only within those fields of

cognitive science concerning description, representation and processing of conceptual

structures, word meaning and world knowledge like experimental psychology,

artificial intelligence, and linguistic semantics, but also for more object-oriented and

empirical disciplines which, like ethnology, focus on the very differences both

historical and geograPhical, that mankind has produced in structuring reality.
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